Social Studies - Performance Task
Gathering Data
Activity
With the interview questions in mind, students are to gather the data and consolidate the
ﬁnding into a poster/chart using Keynote (set the slide size to wide).
Data must include a photograph, when and where the photograph was taken, a description
of the photograph and responses to the interview questions.

Objectives
• Students can gather data to provide them with information to address existing questions.
• Students can gather data through making ﬁeld-based observations, conducting interviews
as well as surveys with members of the community.
• Students work in a respectful manner with others in a group setting. (CCI)
• Students convey information and ideas clearly. (CCI)

Extensions
• Teacher can provide a Keynote template (e.g. set the slide size, and draw the timeline for
the students), so that students focus just on content creation.
• Students can create audio recordings in Keynote to augment the interviews.

Have a go
1

Tap

, create a new Keynote presentation. Choose the white theme, add a blank

slide to your keynote presentation. Tap
Tap

, scroll down and tap Document Setup.

custom. Press done after complete the setting. Standard A1 size is

1684x2384 (Vertical) 2384x1684 (Horizontal)
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To add text, line and shapes for explanation, tap
and under shapes

3
4

on the top right hand corner,

basic shapes to locate text.

To modify the text and shapes, tap to select ﬁrst, then tap

to modify the style

Use Apple Pencil to tap on the screen in Keynote to activate the drawing mode to
answer the questions or tap

on the top right hand corner, and under

tap drawing to activate drawing. Press

and

on the top right corner to leave drawing

mode.
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Tap
tap

export to images. Tap Export. Tap
to open your image in Photos.

to save image. Close Keynote and
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